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Poverty Reduction 
Performance, SEAsia 

Countries
GDP per Capita 

2010 (US$)

Poverty Incidence 

(latest reported 

between 2007 and 

2011)

Annual rate of 

poverty incidence 

reduction (%)

SEAsia 3,105 21.6 2.4

  Cambodia 733 30.1 2.58

  Lao PDR 1,035 27.6 2.07

  Myanmar 715 … …

  Vietnam 1,239 14.5 4.69

  Indonesia 3,023 12.5 2.22

  Malaysia 8,260 3.8 5.56

  Philippines 2,014 26.5 2.17

  Timor Leste 589 49.9 -3.67

  Thailand 4,735 8.1 3.97
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74.3 million undernourished 
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Growth in Area 
Harvested and 
Yield, SEAsia 

1970-79 1980-89 1990-99 2000-06

SEAsia 2 1 1.6 2.2

Cambodia -3.8 2.8 0.3 3.6

Lao PDR 0.4 1.1 1.3 1.9

Viet Nam 1.5 1.5 2.9 2.8

Myanmar 1.5 1.1 2.3 2.2

Indonesia 1.6 1.2 1.2 1.8

Malaysia 3.1 3.4 2.4 4.1

Philippines 2.9 0.1 1.1 2.7

Thailand 2.2 0.7 1.9 1.1

Timor-Leste 0.5 0.2 0.6 -1.1

TFP growth rates, 
SEAsia 
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Is agricultural growth key to further food 
security and poverty reduction in  

Southeast Asia? 

The answer:  YES but with conditions 



Income growth originating 
from agriculture benefits 

more the poorest segment 
of the population 

Source: Ligon and Sadoulet, 
2007 

The response to agri growth is higher in areas where there are 
huge potentials for further increases in agricultural productivity.  



Change in the composition (% share) of sectoral/poor-nonpoor population, 
FIES 1991-2003  (Philippines) 

• reduction in the rural poor (and non-poor) with growth in 
agriculture in areas where their agriculture income is bigger 
than non-agriculture  

• massive increase in the non-poor (both rural and urban) in 
areas where non-agricultural activities are main sources of 
income   

Source: World Bank (2009) 
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Poverty is still primarily a rural phenomenon 

The response of poverty 
reduction to non-agri growth is 
influenced by initial levels of: 
   – Income inequality 
   – Human capital 
   – Infrastructure development 

The response to agri growth is 
higher in areas where 
   –  Agricultural productivity  
       potential , based on geo- 
       physical endowment, is high 
   –  Low level of urbanization 



Rapidly changing food markets in Asia 

 Rapid income growth 
o Doubling of income every 8-20 years in most of East Asian countries in 

recent decades 

o Food market is now 5-7 times bigger than OECD countries, and still 
rising fast 

 

  Rapid Urbanization 
o Urban population in East Asia increased from 26% in 1980 to 48% 

today  

o Growth of employment opportunities in high-paying urban areas 

o  In SEAsia, 75% of food economy is in urban centers 

 

 

Source: PPT presentation of A.M. Balisacan 

BIG OPPORTUNITIES for income growth among small farmers 



 Rapidly diversifying food consumption (income growth,  
                                         urbanization effects) 
o Share of staple food (rice) in total food consumed is declining 

o Rapid diversification into non-staple (rice) high value products like 
processed food, fruits, vegetables, meat, etc. 

BIG OPPORTUNITY for small farmers to diversify to high value, more 
profitable crops. 

Rapid expansion, both domestic & global, of modern supply 
chains 
o Massive private investments transforming wholesale, processing, 

& retail 
o “Supermarket revolution” in SEAsia, China, India and Beyond 

BIG OPPORTUNITY for farmers to access big/modern markets—for 
now, by medium and large farmers 



 Investment climate has to be substantially improved to 
generate long term sources of productivity growth and induce 
greater access to food. 
o R & D to develop new and appropriate technologies 
o Infrastructure (transport, communication, power, etc) 
o Tools to enhance info and knowledge dissemination 
o Human resource capacity improvement 
o etc 

 
 Reorienting food-security policy toward facilitating—not 

inhibiting—trade, competition, & crop diversification 
o Effective regulations or control mechanisms on input and output 

markets 
o Removal of barriers to market access and out in place apppropriate trade 

regulations to strengthen/ enhance competitive stance in regional and 
international trade 

o Development of appropriate smallholder schemes (e.g. contract farming) 
o etc 

 

 
 
 



 Strengthen institutions/Promoting institutional 
innovations 
o Empower farmers: strengthening farmer’s 

organizations/coops, enhancing capacities and skills 

o Innovative platform to involve farmers in technology 
development  

o Public/private partnership: research and extension, 
development of non-farm employment opportunities—to 
work together and not compete 

o Innovative ways to achieve security of tenure particularly on 
land 

o Credit/Financial services: availability and access 

o Social security system 

o etc 

 



 Pathway  of development and the policies to pursue 
such pathway would differ contingent on various 
initial conditions including the stage of development, 
quality of infrastructure, quality and availability of 
capable human resources, political situation, etc. 

 

 No “one size fits all” pathway to inclusive growth even 
within a country.  

 

 



 Portfolio is comprehensive, addresses most (if not all) 
SEAsia’s needs for agri policy strengthening 

 

    The following may need to be stressed in policy    
    analysis: 
 

o Not to overlook the basics: e.g. analysis of supply and 
demand/comparative advantages to identify what each country has 
to offer within and without and trigger factors critical to supply and 
demand trend reversals 

o Learn from failures and successes of past interventions:   the 
divergent stages of development can provide rich comparative 
studies 

o Valuable elements that could be reintroduced to benefit SEAsian 
countries considering  today’s environment and base conditions    

o The political economy challenges that governments continue to face 
(e.g. subsidies vs investment in more productive public goods);  



 Globalization studies (where are they tackled in the 
portfolio) to inform  countries (esp the CLMV) the 
appropriate policy mix to reduce downside risks 

 Global and regional cooperation studies: extent and 
modalities of technology/human resource exchange; 
expanded research cooperation;  

 In the light of the food crisis, policy 
mechanisms/modalities on the regional level to 
avert the same situation to happen   



Thank You 


